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WE TALK TO ...   Andrea Persiani

My training is certainly specialized in IT. 

After my studies and specialization courses I started working in a very

challenging environment, Fastweb, where I was lucky enough to follow a 

complex project such as the organization of IT service in the company.

The responsibilities have grown over time and I have come to manage 250 

people from scratch, to give life to the corporate data center and the various

networked offices. 

In subsequent experiences I continued to deal with the management of 

information systems, client side and systems side, becoming more and more a 

professional figure at 360 °. The management part has always fascinated me 

and for this reason I followed refresher courses in project management and 

Agile, certifying myself ITIL Foundation.

In February 2022 I joined Duplomatic, after a selection that lasted a few

months, with the role of IT Manager.

Today I deal with the information systems for Duplomatic MS Italia, in the 

offices of Parabiago (Milan), Padua, Lainate (Milan), Rosta (Turin) and Sulbiate 

(Monza Brianza), as well as the Hydreco Italia site in San Cesario s/P (MO).

My reference person in the organization is Paolo Leutenegger, General 

Manager of Duplomatic MS, under whose supervision I am dealing with the 

revision of the entire IT infrastructure, so that other business-related systems, 

such as IOT, CAD design, ERP and MES, can also be based on a solid

foundation, both from the point of view of data security and business continuity.
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"Virtually anywhere"

is a motto that is best 

suited to indicate the IT 

evolution a company 

should undertake in order

not to remain isolated with 

technology and business 

and to create effectiveness

in operational processes.

Andrea Persiani- IT Manager

Andrea studied as a computer expert
and participated in several IT courses. 

Passionate about technology and 
computer security, he has gained many
years of experience in the management 
of information systems of different
companies in various sectors. 

To digi'ze the company, the IT infrastructure becomes the nerve center

Managing digitalization and the Internet of Things means dealing with security and 

data protection, because now the machines related to production can be 

considered as computers and as such be attacked from the outside. 

By now any internal equipment is exposed on the Internet as it is connected to the 

corporate network and in continuous relationship with key IT systems such as

ERP and MES for information exchange. Robots, production machines send and 

receive data to the management system, as well as to the design. An increasingly

massive circulation of data that must be analyzed and managed. 
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Total safety: an intensive work plan
Data Security.
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It will be completed in Parabiago, by the end of January '23, the

work of securing the new Data Center that will allow to have more

performing systems, backups in different sites, isolated and

redundant.

In addition, security tools will be activated for access to the

corporate network, the internet and corporate programs such as, for

example, the use of e-mail through two-factor authentication (MFA:

access token from smartphones).

... A life as complex as a

symphony and not only ...

I am married and have an 11 year

old daughter named Aurora.

The time available is short, I

especially love the mountains, but

I do not disdain the blue sea and

the white beach.

I like to cook at the BBQ

accompanied by a good glass of

wine where for some years I have

been approaching this constantly

evolving world. Whenever

possible, however, I dedicate

myself to my greatest interest:

music....

Since I was 18 years old I like to

animate the evenings with the role

of DJ for private parties, corporate

events and more ... A passion that

never fades.

Follow me!😊

Networking
The goal is to create a network in a structured way, dividing the office 

part from the production part, also following the standards of the 

Daikin Group. This activity will be implemented at each DMS location.

A permanent working table is active between all the IT managers of 

the Duplomatic Group and Daikin colleagues in order to standardize

security policies and follow the group IT guidelines.

The goal is to bring the company to an increasingly "smart" and 

"evolved" level, also inserting business intelligence tools to increase

the innovative and forecasting capacity of the company based on real

information and data.

We are choosing standard applications in order to avoid

customizations that make systems less agile and secure.

The human factor is important, so the IT team with the right skills is

being defined, which can best follow all these objectives, without

forgetting problem solving and daily support to colleagues.

Secure Internet connections. 

We are modifying all the internet lines of the various offices to have

more secure and redundant connections in order to guarantee

continuity in company services, more reliable and of quality. This will

be the start to start with the adoption of some cloud business 

services and the migration of others currently on premise.


